
The production of edible mushrooms has
bounced in full swing, and arrangements are

in top gears to commence training on mushroom
cultivation/production.

The mushroom unit has also standardised
domestication procedures for a wide variety of
mushrooms. In addition, the center has
mushroom spawns available for sale to the
general public.

Interested persons should avail themselves the
opportunity to learn the production/cultivation
of mushrooms, from the comfort of their homes.
Registration is on-going at the SEZBC. For more
information, call-

W e welcome you, our
esteemed audience to the
brand new month of July.

In tandem with the vision and core
mandates of the centre,(SEZBC),
we are delighted to bring to fore the
center's Newsletter for the month
of June.
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Training

The center's director organised an ICT
hands-on training for the staff of the center.
Staffers are encouraged to key into the
laudable programme as it will help sharpen
their expertise in area of ICT.

Research and ICT go hand in hand. It is
therefore vital that staffers stand to gain
greatly from this development.

The weekly seminar of the center is still in
place. For the month of June, presenters
were Mrs. Okafor Ifeoma and Mrs.
AnukweAbigail.

While Mrs. Okafor discussed
Mrs. Anukwe dwelt on

It was a robust exercise that saw
discussants explain the topics, as well as
react to questions from the audience.

The Centre is also training some students
who are currently doing their Industrial
attachment. The students are trained in
cake making to encourage entrepreneurial
skill in our students.

"Civil
Service Ethics,"
"Breast Cancer."

IT Student
Entrepreneurship on Cake

Making

Seminar
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and
celebrated their birthdays within the month of

June. We wish them well.

marked their convocations respectively.
Congratulations to all the celebrants!!!.


